
The Fun Way To Go Nappy Free Fast

Every parent knows the struggle of changing endless diapers. The endless
expenses, the environmental impact, and the constant battle to keep your little
one dry and comfortable. But what if there was a fun and efficient way to go
nappy free?
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The Concept of Nappy-Free Fast

Nappy-Free Fast is a method that allows parents to gradually introduce their child
to the idea of being without diapers. It is also known as Elimination
Communication or Infant Potty Training. The idea is to tune in to your baby's
natural signals and assist them in using the toilet from an early age, reducing
their dependence on diapers.
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How Does It Work?

The key to success with Nappy-Free Fast is communication and observation. It
involves paying close attention to your baby's cues and facial expressions to
understand when they need to eliminate. By recognizing these signals, you can
quickly take them to an appropriate place, such as a potty or toilet, and help them
to go without a diaper.

The Benefits of Going Nappy Free

1. Early Potty Training: By starting early, you can help your child become aware
of their body's natural urges and develop good toilet habits from an early age.
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2. Improved Hygiene: Going nappy free reduces the risk of diaper rashes and
urinary tract infections, as the baby's skin is not exposed to constant moisture.

3. Environmental Impact: By using fewer diapers, you are reducing waste and
contributing positively to the environment.

4. Financial Savings: The cost of diapers can add up over time. By gradually
reducing your dependence on them, you can save a significant amount of money.

The Fun Approach

When it comes to implementing Nappy-Free Fast, it is important to make the
process fun and enjoyable for both you and your little one.

1. Playful Potty Time

Create a welcoming and exciting environment around the potty area. Use colorful
and interactive toys to keep your baby engaged while sitting on the potty. Sing
songs or read books to make it a pleasant experience.

2. Celebrate Milestones

Whenever your baby successfully uses the potty or toilet, make sure to celebrate
and praise their achievement. This positive reinforcement encourages them to
continue with their progress.

3. Diaper-Free Playtime

Set aside some playtime without diapers. This gives your little one a chance to
explore their body's signals and increases their awareness of when they need to
eliminate.

4. Make It a Family Activity



Involve other family members in the process. Seeing their older siblings or
parents using the toilet can be a source of inspiration for your baby.

Nappy-Free Fast is not about forcing your child to become nappy free. It is a
gentle and gradual approach that respects their natural development. Remember,
every baby is different, and progress may vary.

By embracing the fun and interactive nature of this method, you can make the
journey to nappy freedom a memorable and enjoyable experience for everyone
involved.

So, are you ready to embark on this adventure and embrace a new way of raising
your child? Try the fun way to go nappy free fast and discover the joy of diaper-
free parenting!
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The easy, effective and playful way to potty train - fast!

Potty training is a major and exciting milestone for toddlers yet something all
parents universally dread – and put off! Amanda Jenner, ITV’s Toilet Training
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expert with decades of experience, is here to help you think differently and
approach this challenge with confidence – and even with a little bit of magic.

Amanda’s hugely successful five day plan, with no need to take time off work or
wait until the holidays, will help you to:

*know when your toddler is ready and how best to prepare
*see the world through your toddler’s eyes – and be their best coach
*overcome setbacks including regression and constipation
*use the most effective language and harness creative play to make it all fun!

Covering every conceivable problem, and suitable for children with learning
difficulties, with Amanda’s super easy playful plan there’s no excuse not to get
started.

'After hearing about Amanda and her wonderful skills with toddlers, I called upon
her for my youngest child, and I was absolutely amazed of the difference she
made within a few days. Every home should have an Amanda.' - Charlotte Tilbury
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